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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Claude Elwood Shannon (1916–2001).
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Potential [Mar08]. Potentialities [Sha53h, Sha93-33]. Power
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practical [AMS⁺10]. practice [Bla65]. Preceding [CMU⁺53, CMU⁺93].
predict [SGB02]. Prediction
[BB546, BS50, BS93, BKTU⁺94, Sha51a, Sha93-34, Bla65]. predictors [De¹12].
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[Tm02, SGG04]. Principles [DM15]. Printed [Sha51a, Sha93-34].
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Ultra [HGR+12]. Ultra-deep [HGR+12]. unbreakable [Kah84].
uncertainty [Col93, SGG04]. Understanding [Ale03]. Unicyclist [Hor90].
unifying [RS06]. Unilateral [DS46, DS93]. Uniqueness [Sha41b].
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Validation [PP06]. Validity [HWO90]. Value [WVB10, BQhH08]. values
[HTR+08, Siq98]. Vanishing [Bar01]. Vannevar [Sha39, Sha93v].
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War [Kah84]. Was [Ano01c]. wavelet [HSBJ02, JZL98, TKL+12]. Way [Sha93-57, Sha61]. Weaver [SB05]. Wesen [Szl29]. Which [Sha48], dR55]. who [Ano01b]. Width [KNS17]. Wiener [BQhH08, BKU+94, Cro63, Di 00, JAS89, Key05, SB05, Sha49d, Sha93-41, Siq98, SF03, WC99, YLR+10]. Winners [Pin01]. winning [Cha72]. Wins [Ano40b, Bar01]. Wireless [Mar08]. Wistar [SBS+13]. Without [Sha53f]. women [FFF09]. Work [Gal01, CLM+01, Emc01]. world [New56, Kah84]. Writing [Pin01]. writings [SW93l]. WWII [Min95].

years [Ver98]. young [Bel54]. Youthful [Ano40b].

Zeilinger [Tim02]. Zero [Sha56i, Sha93-61]. zur [Hag79, SM74].
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